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PREMIUM WOOD FLOOR CARE PROGRAM
Ultra Guard will simplify your wood floor care maintenance program while
simultaneously taking it to a level previously unavailable in our industry. WAXIE Sanitary
Supply has combined the finest wood floor maintenance chemicals, pads and
equipment to give you the Ultra Guard advantage.

Recoat Your
Gym in 1 Day:

At the heart of the program is the coating – WAXIE Ultra Sport. This unique
WAXIE Ultra Sport
waterborne finish makes wood floor care as simple
Premium Wood Coating
to perform as hard floor care.
is a single-component waterbased coating. There is only a one
hour dry time between coats under
normal conditions. WAXIE Ultra Sport cures
in just 24 hours, allowing the gym to be open for
traffic the next day. The product’s quick-prep, quickdry and quick cure allow for wood floors to be recoated at
anytime throughout the year.

Ease of Prep
Sand screening, tacking twice, waiting for the dust to
settle, tacking again – all this leads to extra hours of
labor. With WAXIE Ultra Sport, you clean and
degloss the surface with a maroon pad
and WAXIE Pure Rejuvenator, rinse
with WAXIE Ultra Clean and let
dry. Simple, effective and
labor saving.

Ease of
Application
Most wood coatings are hard to apply –
requiring special handling and procedures.
Not WAXIE Ultra Sport. It doesn’t need catalyzing;
it flows and levels beautifully and dries in about an
hour under normal conditions. Best of all it cures quickly
with most gym floors usable the day after application.
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VOC
Compliance
California has the toughest VOC’s laws in the country.
WAXIE Ultra Sport is VOC-compliant across the entire state,
including the South Coast Air Quality Management District.
WAXIE Ultra Sport’s VOC is less than 250 grams per liter.

Repairability
A wood floor coating that responds to burnishing?
Yes indeed. With a quick deep cleaning using
WAXIE Pure Rejuvenator followed by a
high speed burnishing, you can return
WAXIE Ultra Sport to its original
clean, deep gloss look.

Deep Gloss
and High Durability
WAXIE
Ultra Sport uses an
advanced reactive urethaneacrylic blend that cross-links to
an extremely high gloss, durable
coating. Great for gymnasiums, racquetball
courts and fitness floors.

Ultra Guard Premium Wood Floor Care Products and Equipment
Ultra Sport Premium Wood Coating

Solution Applicator Machine “SAM”

Item #930246 ea/cs 2-2.5 gl/cs
Water-based, single-component urethane/acrylic coating
that provides exceptional beauty and protection to all wood
floors. Requires no separate catalyst and dries within
an hour under normal conditions. It also meets or exceeds
all federal and state regulations for VOC content. 29%
solids. Slip resistant per ASTM D2047. MFMA Certified.

Item #577665
The SAM can apply up to 50,000 square
feet of solution in less than an hour. It has a
36 gallon solution capacity and can apply
solution through with an adjustable applicator
arm which easily adjusts from 26-52 inches
in width. For large wood floor areas, where
saving labor is a must.

Ultra Satin Matte Wood Coating
Item #930247 ea/cs 2-2.5 gl/cs
Water-based, single-component urethane/acrylic coating
that provides low-gloss beauty and protection to all wood
floors. Requires no separate catalyst and dries within an
hour so it’s easy to use. It also meets or exceeds all
federal and state regulations for VOC content. 29%
solids. Slip resistant per ASTM D2047. MFMA Certified.

Ultra Tack Dual Purpose Wood Floor Cleaner
Item #410155 gl/cs 4/cs
WAXIE Ultra Tack is a high solvency cleaner that dissolves
rubber burns, black marks, mop treatments and common
food soils such as candy and dried soda from wood floors.
It can be used as part of a low moisture routine cleaning
program where users do not want to put detergents on
their floors through auto-scrubbers or mop buckets. It’s
fast evaporating formula will not harm wood surfaces.
Also ideal for tacking prior to recoating.

Ultra Clean Wood Floor Cleaner
Item #320891 gl/cs 4/cs
WAXIE Ultra Clean is a low foam, neutral pH wood
floor cleaner, film-free detergent designed for damp
mopping and auto-scrubbing of wood floor surfaces.
Its quick-dry formulation makes it perfect for cleaning
any coated wood.

Pure Rejuvenator Cleaner and Restorer
Item #930176 gl/cs 4/cs
For deep cleaning prior to recoating and quarterly restoring. Contains a unique combination of surfactants and
citrus solvents that lift embedded dirt and scuffs while
leaving floors ready for recoating or burnishing.

Big Job Duster Kit Item #654070
When it comes to gym floors and other large area
dusting needs, ordinary tools just won’t do. The
Big Job Duster covers 8’ in one pass, while its
scissor action funnels the dust and debris into the
center for easier pick up, and for going through
narrow hallways and doorways. Outfitted with
microfiber dusting heads, this high-speed tool cleans while it dusts.

3M SPP Maroon Pad
13" Item #264133
17" Item #264131
14" Item #264134
20" Item #264132
Use 3M Surface Prep Pads and WAXIE Ultra Clean
or water with auto scrubbers or floor machines to
effectively remove floor finish, preparing the floor for
finish application. SPP pads help improve safety and
productivity. There is no slippery residue from strippers. No stripper cleanup
on baseboards or nearby floors. No chemical contamination on skin,
clothes and shoes.

KaiMotion™Wood Floor Applicator
Item #660110
Featuring precise flow control, the KaiMotion™
Wood Floor Applicator is a multipurpose tool that
performs the following tasks: Floor Finish Applicator,
Wood Floor Finish Applicator, Daily Cleaning and
Floor Stripping.

T-Bar Applicator Item #658080
Applies a layer of coating to large areas
with professional, consistent and even
coverage every time. One piece heavy duty
60" steel handle with swivel 24” head.
T-Bar Replacement Pad - Item #658081
Specially designed 24” Nylfoam® refill pad applies a precise, smooth, lint-free
finish to wood, concrete, tile and slate surfaces. Use with waterborne coatings.

WAXIE Pure Performance Polish Pad
20" Item #262340 cs 2/cs
27" Item #262342 cs 2/cs
This advanced floor pad has been developed to
maximize wood floor cleaning, while dramatically
increasing gloss. Constructed of durable, highly
launderable microfiber, this floor pad maximizes cleaning and polishing
without abrading or burning the finish. Because it doesn't abrade the finish,
scrub and recoats and strip-out times will be extended, saving valuable
labor dollars and chemical costs. An alternative option is a natural hair pad.

Big Job Duster 48-in Microfiber Looped Pads – 6/cs - Item #654071
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